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Charlotte's Web Comprehension Assessment
Winner of the Asian / Pacific American Award for Children's Literature! * "Many readers will recognize themselves or their
neighbors in these pages." -- Kirkus Reviews, starred review Mia Tang has a lot of secrets. Number 1: She lives in a motel,
not a big house. Every day, while her immigrant parents clean the rooms, ten-year-old Mia manages the front desk of the
Calivista Motel and tends to its guests. Number 2: Her parents hide immigrants. And if the mean motel owner, Mr. Yao, finds
out they've been letting them stay in the empty rooms for free, the Tangs will be doomed. Number 3: She wants to be a
writer. But how can she when her mom thinks she should stick to math because English is not her first language? It will take
all of Mia's courage, kindness, and hard work to get through this year. Will she be able to hold on to her job, help the
immigrants and guests, escape Mr. Yao, and go for her dreams?

An Instructional Guide for Literature: How to Eat Fried Worms
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These activities for The Very Hungry Caterpillar by practice key language convention skills. The activities integrate
literature with learning about grammar, word choice, and sentence structure. Learning can be fun when it's connected to
literature.

Are You My Mother? Vocabulary Activities
Building Vocabulary from Word Roots provides a systematic approach to teaching vocabulary using Greek and Latin
prefixes, bases, and suffixes. Over 90% of English words of two or more syllables are of Greek or Latin origin. Instead of
learning words and definitions in isolation, students learn key roots and strategies for deciphering words and their meanings
across all content areas. Building Vocabulary from Word Roots: Level 4 kit includes: Teacher's Guide; Student Guided
Practice Book (Each kit includes a single copy; additional copies may be ordered in quantities of 10 or more); Assessments
to support data-driven instruction; and Digital resources including modeled lessons, 50 bonus activities, and more.

The Mitten Making Cross-Curricular Connections
These vocabulary activities for three popular children's books incorporate key skills from the Common Core. The activities
integrate vocabulary with a study of the texts. Includes text-dependent questions, definitions, and text-based sentences.

The Cat in the Hat Language Learning Activities
Students analyze three children's books using key skills from the Common Core. Close reading of the text is required to
answer text-dependent questions. Included are student pages with the text-dependent questions as well as suggested
answers.

Hi! Fly Guy Language Learning Activities
These cross-curricular activities for Green Eggs and Ham incorporate key skills from the Common Core. The activities
integrate literature with social studies, science, mathematics, and more. Included activity pages engage and challenge
students.

The Very Hungry Caterpillar Language Learning Activities
These activities for the If You GiveSeries practice key language convention skills. The activities integrate literature with
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learning about grammar, word choice, and sentence structure. Learning can be fun when it's connected to literature.

Green Eggs and Ham Vocabulary Activities
Students will enjoy studying the story elements of Eric Carle's classic book. Through these engaging activities, students
create products to share their understanding of characters, plots, and settings of the short stories in the book.

Henry and Mudge: The First Book Language Learning Activities
Managerial Accounting, 4th edition presents a modern and practical approach to managerial accounting through a
combination of unique and flexible learning units, real-world concepts, and integrated practice, all within the business
context. Praised for its decision-making framework, C&C Sports Continuing Case Story, and Data Analytics Cases, this new
edition helps students develop a thorough understanding of how businesses make informed decisions and builds the skills
required to be successful in tomorrow’s workplace.

My Father's Dragon Language Learning Activities
Celebrity Readers: Famous Female Sports Stars
These activities for Henry and Mudge: The First Book practice key language convention skills. The activities integrate
literature with learning about grammar, word choice, and sentence structure. Learning can be fun when it's connected to
literature.

My Father's Dragon Close Reading and Text-Dependent Questions
Chemistry students and Homeschoolers! Go beyond just passing. Enhance your understanding of chemistry and get higher
marks on homework, quizzes, tests and the regents exam with E3 Chemistry Guided Study Book 2018. With E3 Chemistry
Guided Study Book, students will get clean, clear, engaging, exciting, and easy-to-understand high school chemistry
concepts with emphasis on New York State Regents Chemistry, the Physical Setting. Easy to read format to help students
easily remember key and must-know chemistry materials. . Several example problems with guided step-by-step solutions to
study and follow. Practice multiple choice and short answer questions along side each concept to immediately test student
understanding of the concept. 12 topics of Regents question sets and 2 most recent Regents exams to practice and prep for
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any Regents Exam. This is the Home Edition of the book. Also available in School Edition (ISBN: 978-1979088374). The
Home Edition contains answer key to all questions in the book. Teachers who want to recommend our Guided Study Book to
their students should recommend the Home Edition. Students and and parents whose school is not using the Guided Study
Book as instructional material, as well as homeschoolers, should also buy the Home edition. The School Edition does not
have the answer key in the book. A separate answer key booklet is provided to teachers with a class order of the book.
Whether you are using the school or Home Edition, our E3 Chemistry Guided Study Book makes a great supplemental
instructional and test prep resource that can be used from the beginning to the end of the school year. PLEASE NOTE:
Although reading contents in both the school and home editions are identical, there are slight differences in question
numbers, choices and pages between the two editions. Students whose school is using the Guided Study Book as
instructional material SHOULD NOT buy the Home Edition. Also available in paperback print.

Green Eggs and Ham Making Cross-Curricular Connections
These vocabulary activities for The Very Hungry Caterpillar incorporate key skills from the Common Core. The activities
integrate vocabulary with a study of the text. Includes text-dependent questions, definitions, and text-based sentences.

Mathematics
These activities for Are You My Mother? practice key language convention skills. The activities integrate literature with
learning about grammar, word choice, and sentence structure. Learning can be fun when it's connected to literature.

Sarah, Plain and Tall Making Cross-Curricular Connections
These vocabulary activities for How to Eat Fried Worms incorporate key skills from the Common Core. The activities
integrate vocabulary with the study of the texts. Includes text-dependent questions, definitions, and text-based sentences.

If You Give . . . Series Guide Language Learning Activities
My Father's Dragon Making Cross-Curricular Connections
These vocabulary activities for Charlotte's Web incorporate key skills from the Common Core. The activities integrate
vocabulary with a study of the text. Includes text-dependent questions, definitions, and text-based sentences.
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Building Vocabulary from Word Roots Grade 6 Kit eBook
These cross-curricular activities for My Father's Dragon incorporate key skills from the Common Core. The activities
integrate literature with social studies, science, mathematics, and more. Included activity pages engage and challenge
students.

Hi! Fly Guy Making Cross-Curricular Connections
These cross-curricular activities for Hi! Fly Guy incorporate key skills from the Common Core. The activities integrate
literature with social studies, science, mathematics, and more. Included activity pages engage and challenge students.

E3 Chemistry Guided Study Book - 2018 Home Edition (Answer Key Included)
These activities for Green Eggs and Ham practice key language convention skills. The activities integrate literature with
learning about grammar, word choice, and sentence structure. Learning can be fun when it's connected to literature.

Are You My Mother? Studying the Story Elements
These activities for My Father's Dragon by practice key language convention skills. The activities integrate literature with
learning about grammar, word choice, and sentence structure. Learning can be fun when it's connected to literature.

Onward
These cross-curricular activities for The Mitten incorporate key skills from the Common Core. The activities integrate
literature with social studies, science, mathematics, and more. Included activity pages engage and challenge students.

Opinions of the Attorney General of the State of Wisconsin
These activities for Owl at Home by practice key language convention skills. The activities integrate literature with learning
about grammar, word choice, and sentence structure. Learning can be fun when it's connected to literature.

Hi! Fly Guy Vocabulary Activities
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These activities for Poppleton in Winter by practice key language convention skills. The activities integrate literature with
learning about grammar, word choice, and sentence structure. Learning can be fun when it's connected to literature.

The Very Hungry Caterpillar Close Reading and Text-Dependent Questions
These vocabulary activities for Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day incorporate key skills from the
Common Core. The activities include text-dependent questions, definitions, and text-based sentences.

Charlotte's Web Language Learning Activities
These activities for Hi! Fly Guy practice key language convention skills. The activities integrate literature with learning
about grammar, word choice, and sentence structure. Learning can be fun when it's connected to literature.

How to Eat Fried Worms Vocabulary Activities
These cross-curricular activities for Sarah, Plain and Tall incorporate key skills from the Common Core. The activities
integrate literature with social studies, science, mathematics, and more. Included activity pages engage and challenge
students.

Literature-Based Vocabulary Activities for Grades K-1 (Set A)
Students will enjoy studying the story elements of Are You My Mother? through these engaging activities, students create
products to share their understanding of the characters, plots, and settings of the book.

Front Desk
These vocabulary activities for Hi! Fly Guy incorporate key skills from the Common Core. The activities integrate vocabulary
with a study of the text. Includes text-dependent questions, definitions, and text-based sentences.

Close Reading Literature Activities for Grades K-1 (Set A)
These vocabulary activities for Green Eggs and Ham incorporate key skills from the Common Core. The activities integrate
vocabulary with a study of the text. Includes text-dependent questions, definitions, and text-based sentences.
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Poppleton in Winter Language Learning Activities
These activities for The Cat in the Hat practice key language convention skills. The activities integrate literature with
learning about grammar, word choice, and sentence structure. Learning can be fun when it's connected to literature.

Green Eggs and Ham Language Learning Activities
Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible--Vocabulary Activities
These activities for Charlotte's Web practice key language convention skills. The activities integrate literature with learning
about grammar, word choice, and sentence structure. Learning can be fun when it's connected to literature.

Charlotte's Web Vocabulary Activities
These vocabulary activities for Are You My Mother? incorporate key skills from the Common Core. The activities integrate
vocabulary with a study of the text. Includes text-dependent questions, definitions, and text-based sentences.

Managerial Accounting
Building Vocabulary from Word Roots provides a systematic approach to teaching vocabulary using Greek and Latin
prefixes, bases, and suffixes. Over 90% of English words of two or more syllables are of Greek or Latin origin. Instead of
learning words and definitions in isolation, students learn key roots and strategies for deciphering words and their meanings
across all content areas. Building Vocabulary from Word Roots: Level 6 kit includes: Teacher's Guide; Student Guided
Practice Book (Each kit includes a single copy; additional copies may be ordered in quantities of 10 or more); Assessments
to support data-driven instruction; and Digital resources including modeled lessons, 50 bonus activities, and more.

The Very Hungry Caterpillar Studying the Story Elements
These assessment questions for Charlotte's Web are modeled after current testing models requiring students to revisit the
text for answers. Students have to support their opinions and inferences with examples from the text.
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The Very Hungry Caterpillar Vocabulary Activities
Young readers will learn all about eating worms in this disgustingly entertaining book by completing fun, challenging
lessons and activities provided in this digital instructional guide for literature. These rigorous, cross-curricular lessons and
activities work in conjunction with the text to teach students how to comprehend complex literature and help them
understand the significance of the story. This e-book resource is packed with tools to teach students how to analyze story
elements in multiple ways, practice close reading and text-based vocabulary, determine meaning through text-dependent
questions, and more. This is the perfect way to add rigor to your students' explorations of rich, complex literature.

Are You My Mother? Language Learning Activities
Students analyze My Father's Dragon using key skills from the Common Core. Close reading of the text is required to
answer text-dependent questions. Included are student pages with the text-dependent questions as well as suggested
answers.

Owl at Home Language Learning Activities
Building Vocabulary: Grade 4: Kit eBook
Students analyze The Very Hungry Caterpillar using key skills from the Common Core. Close reading of the text is required
to answer text-dependent questions. Included are student pages with the text-dependent questions as well as suggested
answers.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
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